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ABSTRACT

Beginning in 1991, related to the shut down of NPP Greifswald and Rheinsberg, DSR started
the development of methodologies and computer codes for the performance of calculations
for neutron induced activation of nuclear reactor components and biological shields. In the
meantime such calculations have been performed for reactor pressure vessels, reactor
internals and various kinds of shielding elements for different types of reactors.

The paper describes the chosen approach and the current status of the tools available at DSR
and outlines some ideas of further development.

Some consequences resulting from the new German Radiation Protection Ordinance,
especially for the dismantling and disposal of parts of the biological shield, are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The provision of data on activation of reactor components and of the biological shield
becomes particularly important in the stage of decommissioning of a nuclear facility. These
data form one basis for the dismantling process, the decision on free release of the material or
the necessary treatment as radioactive waste, the packaging of radioactive waste and finally
on transportation and storage of the waste packages. From that point of view classification of
the radioactive waste has an important impact on the overall costs of the decommissioning
project. Development, improvement and assessment of tools used for calculation of activation
induced by neutrons therefore is an integral part of accompanying engineering service for
decommissioning.
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2. SCHEME FOR THE CALCULATION OF ACTIVATION

The tool which has been developed by DSR is based on the following modules:

-- neutron flux density calculation with any of the available modules (as long as
reasonable applicable one-dimensional modules, e.g. SAS1 from the
SCALE 4.4 system III;

conversion of the flux density distribution into a 3-group structure;

activation calculation with a module developed by DSR (3 energy groups for neutrons;
cross sections taken from 111, 13/ and other available sources).

The activation module allows to model any power history of the reactor (respectively any
irradiation history of a nuclear facility). The module uses a neutron energy group structure as

thermal En < 0,5 eV
epithermal 0,5 eV < En < 100 keV
fast En>100keV

and considers in the first place all nuclides which are relevant for decommissioning purposes
(selection criteria for the nuclides were: half-life, radiotoxicity, requirements from
authorities). Especially nuclides with very short half-life have been neglected.

If requested or desired additional nuclides can be put to the data base and built into the
scheme.

With the scheme described above the way that has been followed by DSR is very much in line
with the recommendations and experiences as outlined by other authors and summarised for
example in the IAEA Technical Report Series No. 389 /4/.

Currently we are updating the activation cross section library and we are discussing options
and the necessity to modify the neutron group structure (e.g. direct use of flux densities in the
energy group structure of the SCALE modules).
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3. APPLICATION EXPERIENCE

During the last years several calculations have been performed with the code, results have
been compared with experimental data if possible and parameter studies have been
undertaken in order to investigate the sensitivity of results.

Despite desirable improvements of flux density calculation modules and broadening of the
cross section data base from the authors point of view the main obstacle to increased accuracy
of results remains with the greater accuracy of the material data provided by the customers
(the operator of the nuclear facility).

All other parameters needed for the calculation, as irradiation history, neutron source
modifications, geometry, cross sections (group structure), are finally much less important than
the nuclide composition of those components for which the activation needs to be calculated.

Some experiences, resulting difficulties and consequences shall be reported in the next
chapters.

4. STEEL DATA AND CONSEQUENCES

For example in /4/ and 151 data are given for the nuclide composition of reactor components
including biological shields. Comparing all these data it can be concluded that each unit has
its peculiarities - which normally do not influence safe and efficient reactor operation at all.
But there might be series consequences for the decommissioning.

One of the authors tasks was to calculate the activation of certain steel components of a PWR.
Due to the lack of original information some samples from components were analysed which
shall have been manufactured using the same type of stainless steel. The results of the
analysis for the elements Cobalt and Nickel are shown in figure 1.

As to be seen there is a variety of the nuclide concentration of Nickel (important for long term
storage) of only a few percent but for Cobalt (most important for shielding design and
package selection) it is in the order of magnitude of a factor of nearly 3.

What are the consequences? To perform individual activation calculations for each
component of similar "reactor history"? To consider finally individual solutions for shielding,
packaging, storage and disposal routes? To take the risk of excluding extreme values and to
create reasonable average values?
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To be more specific: The above factor of 3 is equivalent to an additional steel shielding of a
thickness of about 2,6 cm. Which gives an additional weight of about 800 kg for a shielding
plate of the size 200 x 200 cm.

5. CONCRETE DATA AND CONSEQUENCES

Another example shall be given for biological shields. Any change in the initial nuclide
composition might result here in significant increase of radioactive waste to be stored or, in
the opposite, in reasonable savings.

The given example is constructed around the concentration of Europium in the concrete.
Europium and other trace elements are normally not included in the specification of the
concrete as provided by the supplier. So the only chance to assess its concentration is given
by taking information from other sources (same supplier, same region of origin of the gravel
and the aggregates for the concrete) or by sampling, which is far the best option. But how to
perform extensive sampling when the unit is still running?

In figures 2 to 5 a calculated neutron flux density and the resulting concrete activation is
given (standard medium size PWR, 30 years of operation, 7 years cooling time after shut
down). One set of the calculations was performed on the basis of ordinary concrete, the other
set is based on a Baryt concrete. Both main concrete nuclide compositions have been taken
from the German DIN 25413 161. Of course no trace elements are provided in this standard.
So a concentration of Europium was "invented". The used nuclide composition is shovrfi'in
table 1.

Table 1: Element composition for ordinary and Baryt concrete according to DIN 25413
(Europium content invented by the authors based on an analysis)

Element
O
C
Si
Ca
Al
S
Ba
Fe
H2O
Eu

Sum

Element concentration in weight percentage of dry material
ordinary concrete

24,97
24,97
18,50
20,35

3,70
/
/

3,00
4,50

9,0E-07

100,00

Baryt concrete
14,10
14,10
2,35
2,82
2,35

11,28
47,00

3,0
3,0

9,0E-07

100,00
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In order to assess the consequences in variations of the Europium content table 2 gives some
limits for the concentration which are important for the choice of the disposal route, while
tables 3 and 4 give the amount of concrete for possible disposal routes (radioactive waste,
non-nuclear waste disposal site, unrestricted use) based on the limits set out by the new
German Radiation Protection Ordinance and depending on the Europium concentration. The
parameter used to describe the amount of concrete is the outer radius of a zone around the
core centre. The biological shield in our example starts at radius 245 cm. The information is
also provided in Figure 6.

Table 2: Concentration limits for disposal routes for radioactive waste

Nuclide

H-3
C-14
Ca-41
Mn-54
Fe-55
Eu-152
Eu-154
Ba-133

Limit in Bq/g taken from
I

free release

1E+03
8E+01

/
4E-01
2E+02
2E-01
2E-01

1

disposal
1E+03
2E+03

/
1E+01
1E+04

8
7
30

II
free release

5E+02
5E+01

/
/

5E+01
5E+00
5E+00

/

disposal
/
/

/

/

/
/

/

/

III
free release

1 E+03
1 E+02

/
1 E-01
1 E+02

/
/
/

disposal
/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

III

new German radiation protection ordinance; equ. to recommendations from
German Radiation Protection Commission (SSK 1998)

based on old German radiation protection ordinance; used in the past by authorities
of federal states

IAEA 111

Table 3: Possible disposal routes for ordinary concrete from the example depending on
Europium concentration (zone radius in cm)

Europium cone, in w%
9E-07
•1,2
*0,8
* 10
•0,1

Ordinary concrete
radioactive waste

245...<312
245...<313
245... <310
245 ... < 326
245 ... < 297

disposal
312...<335
313 ... <336
310... < 334
326... < 351
297...<320

free release
335 ...
336 ...
334...
351 ...
320 ...
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Table 4: Possible disposal routes for Baryt concrete from the example depending on
Europium concentration (zone radius in cm)

Europium cone, in w%
9E-07
* 1,2
*0,8
* 10
*0,l

Baryt concrete
radioactive waste

245... < 338
245... < 339
245 ... < 337
245... < 355
245... < 330

disposal
338... < 370
339... < 371
337...<369
355... < 389
330 ... < 361

free release
370...
371 ...
369...
389...
361 ...

The above tables show that deviations in the concentration of Europium which are usually
acceptable have only limited impact on the result in terms of the mass of concrete per disposal
route. Deviations by a factor of+/- 10 lead to changes of the outer radii of the zones of about
- 10 cm to + 20 cm.

Whether or not suGh changes lead to significant consequences depends very much on the
chosen dismantling and disposal strategy. In any case it seems reasonable to analyse the
problem thoroughly.

6. CONCLUSIONS

1. The new German Radiation Protection Ordinance now provides for Germany a unified
basis for investigations and planning of disposal of radioactive materials.

2. It is always worth to undertake some sensitivity studies on the basis of provided
information on nuclide compositions of components for which activation calculations are
requested.

3. The planning for sampling and analysis of component material should be done in close
cooperation between those who do the experimental analysis and those who perform the
calculation (example bio-shield: are the samples taken in areas which are suitable for a
calculation?).

4. Several independent tools and approaches obviously exist for the performance of
calculations of neutron induced activation. Is there also a reasonable benchmark?
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Fig. 1: Analysis results from mass spectrometer
Core components, various sampling points,
weight fraction of Nickel and Cobalt
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Neutron flux density in 1/cm2*s
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Nuclfde specific activation In Bq/g
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Fig. 6: Possible disposal routes,
Medium size standard-PWR,

Bio-Shield: ordinary concrete with 4,5% H2O and 3% Fe,
Partition according to Europium concentration

Bio-Shield: Baryt concrete with 3% H2O and 3% Fe
Partition according to Europium concentration
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